Demonstrations next week (Monday and Wednesday)
- M: G8,G5,G7,G14,G15,G6,G13
- W: G11,G3,G9,G12,G1,G10,G2,G4
- In class: Everyone must attend

Demo: 1 person presents, all team members respond to questions
- 7min min – 8 min max (timed), questions from TAs/Instructor
- With or without projector: Give your name and team or project name
- Brief overview of what your project is/does
- Demo project, highlighting key features and novel aspects

Final Project due March 19, by 5pm
- More detailed and refined version of draft project
- Text that turns it into a report (links the sections)
- Github repo URL: working system, executables, documentation, deployment steps

Demo to TA next week (in class counts), attend CS Summit 9:30am-12